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Chapter 1: Who I Am

My Journey:

Introduction:
Welcome to a transformative journey with Mister Kyle Anu Henson,
a holistic coach dedicated to guiding you towards mind, body, and
spirit wellness. My path has been filled with diverse experiences,
from working in education and fitness to exploring alternative
health practices. Through these experiences, I have come to
understand the profound impact of authenticity and holistic
wellness on one's life. Let me tell you a story. 

"I've always felt a strong pull towards spirituality and personal
growth, even though it hasn't always been a comfortable journey.
There were moments in my life when I felt like I was being pushed
into this space, almost as if the universe was guiding me here. This
discomfort actually became a sign that I was on the right path,
pushing me to grow and evolve.

What really solidified my decision to become a spiritual coach was
the realization that this field allows me to be my true self. In many
other areas of my life, I felt like I had to wear different masks or
conform to certain expectations. But in spiritual coaching, I found a
space where I could embrace all aspects of myself, even those that
made me feel vulnerable.

This authenticity has been incredibly liberating, and it’s something I
want to help others achieve. I understand what it’s like to feel
uncomfortable in your own skin and to struggle with self-doubt. My
journey has taught me that these feelings are part of the growth
process, and I’m committed to guiding others through their own
journeys towards authenticity and spiritual fulfillment."



My Journey Continued:

"I bring a diverse and rich background to my coaching
practice that sets me apart from other spiritual coaches.
Here are some key accomplishments and experiences
that highlight my unique skills:

Author and Storyteller: I have written several books,
including a series on my journey to authenticity and
another on health and wellness. These works reflect
my commitment to personal growth and holistic well-
being.
Educational Expertise: With extensive experience in
education, I have taught, coached, aided, counseled,
tutored, analyzed, and led in various roles. I have
been a mobile instructor, adapting my teaching to
meet the needs of students from preK to adult
education.
Health and Fitness Professional: I have worked in
the health and fitness industry in roles such as gym
sales, administration, personal training, and nutrition
education. My background in biochemistry and
fitness allows me to incorporate scientific principles
into my coaching.
Medical and Alternative Health: My experience
spans both traditional and alternative health fields. I
have worked as a lab prep technician, a cannabis
tender, and a chemical extractor. I was also part of a
startup that facilitated remote consultations between
patients and doctors.



Podcast Host: I host a podcast that allows me to express my
authentic self through music, interviews, and discussions. This
platform has been instrumental in sharing my insights and
connecting with a wider audience.
Academic Achievements: I hold two master’s degrees (MBA and
MSP) and two graduate certificates (marketing and life coaching).
My academic background equips me with both the business
acumen and the coaching skills necessary for effective spiritual
guidance.
Intuition and Spirituality: I am highly intuitive, often channeling
information through dreams. I enjoy using tarot and oracle cards
and have a deep interest in astrology, particularly how it
connects to human psychology and behavior.
Fitness and Yoga: I integrate yogic principles into weight lifting,
promoting a holistic approach to physical health.
Passion for Learning and Teaching: My love for math, quantum
theory, and grammar reflects my analytical and expressive
capabilities. I believe I can help anyone gain a new perspective on
any topic, leveraging my broad knowledge base.
Spiritual Insights: I maintain a strong connection to my spiritual
insights on a daily basis, always seeking growth opportunities. I
teach others to be grateful for their personal journeys and to find
their unique spark to confront challenges.

These experiences enable me to offer a flexible yet fixed perspective,
capable of adapting to each client’s needs while providing deep,
insightful guidance. My goal is to help everyone embrace their true
selves across all aspects of life, fostering authenticity and personal
growth."

My Journey Continued:



A pivotal moment in my journey was realizing how
inauthenticity and societal pressures had impacted my
own life. Exploring alternative health practices,
including working as a cannabis tender and chemical
extractor and venturing into the world of start-ups, has
aided in the development of my mindset. These
experiences deepened my understanding of holistic
wellness and the importance of living authentically.

Challenges and Realizations:

My journey wasn't without challenges. I faced moments
of profound insecurity and fear, particularly when I felt
misunderstood or unaccepted by those around me.
These experiences pushed me to dive deeper into my
spiritual practice, seeking solace and strength through
mindfulness, tarot, astrology, and yogic principles. I
began to channel information through dreams and
found a unique perspective on human behavior and
psychology.

Personal Growth and Spiritual Insights:



Chapter 2: What I Do

As a holistic coach, I offer a comprehensive approach to
wellness that integrates mind, body, and spirit. My services
include personalized coaching, transformative books, and
courses designed to help you achieve your goals. Through
the Re Spark Fitness Motivation Program, I provide a
structured pathway for individuals to overcome challenges,
reduce stress, and develop sustainable self-care routines.

Key Services:
Personalized Coaching: Tailored support to guide you
through your wellness journey.
Transformative Books: Insights and strategies for living
authentically and achieving holistic wellness.
Courses: Practical exercises and techniques to manage
stress, improve mental and physical health, and foster
personal growth.

Program Overview: The Re Spark Fitness Motivation Bundle
includes:

Stress Management Courses: Techniques to manage
stress and improve overall well-being.
SMART Goal Worksheet: Tools to set and achieve your
goals.

6 Weeks of Personalized Coaching: Dedicated support to
help you navigate the courses and achieve your wellness
goals.



My mission is to help individuals embrace their true
selves and achieve holistic wellness. I believe that
everyone has the potential to transform their lives by
addressing the mind, body, and spirit. My experiences
have shown me the profound impact that authentic
living and holistic practices can have on one's well-
being. I am dedicated to sharing this knowledge and
empowering others to lead fulfilling lives.

Core Beliefs:
Authenticity: Living true to oneself is the
foundation of well-being.
Holistic Wellness: Integrating mind, body, and
spirit leads to a balanced and healthy life.
Empowerment: Providing individuals with the
tools and support to achieve their goals.

Personal Motivation: Facing my own challenges,
such as feeling isolated and misunderstood,
reinforced my commitment to helping others. I want
to guide people away from inauthenticity and towards
a life where they can be their true selves. By teaching
others to embrace authenticity and holistic wellness, I
believe we can create a world where everyone thrives.

Chapter 3: Why I Do It



I work with individuals seeking to improve their
overall well-being, manage stress, and live
authentically. My clients range from busy
professionals and parents to students and
anyone interested in personal growth.

Whether you're looking to overcome specific
challenges or enhance your overall wellness, my
holistic approach is designed to meet your
unique needs.

Client Success Stories: "Since starting the Re
Spark Fitness Motivation Program, I’ve learned to
manage my stress and live a more balanced life.
The personalized coaching from Mister Anu has
been invaluable." – Maureen M.

Chapter 4: Who I Help



Chapter 5: How I Am Your Solution

My holistic coaching programs are designed to provide
practical solutions to your wellness challenges. Through
personalized coaching, transformative books, and
comprehensive courses, I offer a pathway to achieving
mind, body, and spirit wellness. My approach is rooted in
empathy, understanding, and a deep commitment to
helping you succeed.

Programs and Tools:
Re Spark Fitness Motivation Bundle: A
comprehensive program that includes stress
management courses, goal-setting tools, and
personalized coaching.
SMART Goal Worksheet: A practical tool to help you
set and achieve your personal and professional
goals.
Free Consultation: An opportunity to discuss your
wellness goals and receive personalized guidance.

Call to Action: "Are you ready to transform your life?
Join me on a journey to holistic wellness. Start your
transformation today by enrolling in the Re Spark Fitness
Motivation Program and receive a free consultation."

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/appointments/schedules/AcZssZ0NoCJj0XIPZf1a_1FX4NabNzLSlblARc00pZB88kmAq5rTsRtB0BvwFBR-VV7snKW_w6DYrNbv


Conclusion:

Thank you for considering me as your holistic
coach. Together, we can achieve the balance and
fulfillment you seek. Let's embark on this
transformative journey towards a healthier, more
authentic you.

Website: solenspiration.com
Email: solenspiration@gmail.com
Social Media: Mister Anu Speaks

Contact Information:

"Start Your Transformation Today!

https://solenspiration.com/
https://www.youtube.com/@misteranu_speaks
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/appointments/schedules/AcZssZ0NoCJj0XIPZf1a_1FX4NabNzLSlblARc00pZB88kmAq5rTsRtB0BvwFBR-VV7snKW_w6DYrNbv


"I've always felt a strong pull towards
spirituality and personal growth, even

though it hasn't always been a
comfortable journey. There were

moments in my life when I felt like I was
being pushed into this space, almost as if
the universe was guiding me here. This
discomfort actually became a sign that I

was on the right path, pushing me to grow
and evolve.”

More On Coach

“What really solidified my decision to
become a spiritual coach was the

realization that this field allows me to
be my true self. In many other areas of
my life, I felt like I had to wear different

masks or conform to certain
expectations. But in spiritual coaching, I
found a space where I could embrace
all aspects of myself, even those that

made me feel vulnerable.”

“This authenticity has been incredibly
liberating, and it’s something I want to help
others achieve. I understand what it’s like

to feel uncomfortable in your own skin and
to struggle with self-doubt. My journey has

taught me that these feelings are part of
the growth process, and I’m committed to
guiding others through their own journeys

towards authenticity and spiritual
fulfillment."

Mister Kyle Anu Henson
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